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Аннотация
Рассматривается обобщение теории Новожилова спинового горения, в которой исследовались уравнения баланса тепла и вещества с априори заданным соотношением для орбитальной и поступательной (радиальной) скорости, шага и размера головы спина. Эти данные находились из трансцендентных уравнений для усредненных коэффициентов теплоотвода из головы спина в исходную смесь, в зону продуктов и в центр образца. В представленной работе предлагается двумерная нестационарная модель (2МНМ) поверхностного
горения с уравнениями баланса тепла и вещества, и уравнением фильтрации газа на основе
закона Дарси.
Ключевые слова: умеренные температуры, синтез TiC

Динамика инициирования режима спинового горения в моменты времени: 0.342(слева) и 0.442
(справа). Иллюстрируется последовательный переход от первой стадии зажигания одноголовым
спином (слева) ко второй стадии зажигания, характеризуемой появлением двухголовых и трехголовых спинов, распространяющихся по границе расширяющегося очага материнской волны на
периферии реагирующего образца. Существование перехода подтверждается экспериментально
[1]
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Abstract
A two-dimensional non-stationary model of surface combustion for gas and solid phases in a
porous medium is proposed with equations for the balance of heat and matter in both phases and
the gas filtration equation based on Darcy's law. At the initial time, the temperature gradient, gas
velocity and reagent concentration are set. On the basis of numerical solution of the governing
equations for a given heat exchange with the external environment, the structures of spirally unwinding combustion foci are obtained, which propagate along the boundary of the expanding
parent foci. The structures of the thermal field are in the form of intermittent local heated and
relatively cold combustion zones, which in some cases have the shape of saw teeth. Such a focal
structure of thermal fields is a characteristic of combustion at the diffusion-kinetic limit of propagation of the reaction front. Namely, hot protrusions correspond to local zones of a diffusionlimited reaction, and cold protuberances correspond to local zones of a kinetically-limited reaction. The resulting spiral form of spin combustion has an analogy with the formation of fingers in
the modern theory of filtration combustion.
Key words: moderate temperatures, synthesis TiC

1.

Introduction

The classical combustion theory [1−6] considers spin combustion as an unstable mode of the
corresponding plane combustion wave or of the combustion wave fronts close to a plane. In the paper
presented we consider the synthesis of titanium carbide [7] ( Le  1, Ze  6.03 at Tad  3300 K), in a
spin combustion mode.
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System (1−5) is a hydrodynamic generalization of model [8].

3.

Initial and boundary conditions

The Initial conditions (IC): t  0, Tg  1, 0  r  1,  ; Tg  2, 1  s  r  1, 0     2 ; v  V ,
u  0 include conditions for temperature and velocity of the front movement in the head, in the initiation zone (maternal spot) and on the periphery of the vortex. In practice, such conditions can be
created by blowing the reacting sample with a gas stream of different intensities [9, 10]. Cycling
conditions: f  t , r ,0  f t , r , 2  , f  Tg , u, v, p are used as boundary conditions (BC). At the external boundary r  R ex , the conditions of free heat exchange with a given heat exchange coefficient of
the order of 1000 are set.

4.

Previous theory shortcomings

The main reason for shortcomings is the a priori assumption [11, 12] that the surface of combusting sample is consumed by spin and the maternal front with the same rate both in orbital and in
longitudinal direction ( the case of a pencil-shaped sample) or in orbital and radial direction (the case
of a disk-shaped sample), i.e., the trace from a spin head left after the sample combustion would have
to cover its surface with a dense layer, without gaps. Evidently, this is not true in any case [1, 9, 10].
All the other relations used a priori in [11, 12] (relation between spin orbital or radial/longitudinal
velocities, between a spin pitch and the preheated layer thickness, and so on.) are, in fact, consequences of the above mentioned only assumption about an uniform entry of the surface of a reacting
sample both into the front of the maternal wave and into the head of a spin Thus, the need to revise
the existing theory and to change it substantially was evident to us and has been successfully completed now.

5.

Transient modes of catalytic reactors

We have to note that there is a strong analogy between spin combustion modes and so called a
wrong-way temperature behavior inside catalytic reactors [13, 14]. The latter terms are preferred in
the American scientific community while the term: spin combustion is more common for the Russian
researchers. The reasons of such a difference may be explained by the research directions formed
historically in the countries. However, this does not mean that in Russia they did not engage in catalytic reactors at all, and in America they did not study et all spin combustion. Mention of misbehavior
of the transient temperatures [13, 14] in catalytic reactors implies that there is a perception of the
correct behavior of this temperature presented earlier by the Russian investigators, namely [15]. Despite the difference in terms, We are going to prove that, in fact, spin combustion is very similar to
the transient modes and spin combustion is rather very similar to transient modes of catalytic reactors,
than is significantly different from them in our opinion. Both spin and the wrong-way temperature
behavior are considered as transient states. Spin is a transient between layer-by-layer combustion
modes [1] (single-headed or double-headed spins in regions I and II, respectively) and from layer-bylayer combustion to the region of no combustion [1] (single-headed spins). Moreover, many features
of spin combustion resemble those of the transients in catalysis For example, describing the transient
modes of catalytic reactors, the authors [13, 14] write that the rapid step increase in the flow rate can
generate a transient peak temperature of the solid phase higher than that at the steady state. One may
see the same peculiarity in behavior of spin combustion. Let's consider fig. 2, B in details and see that
at the heat removal enhanced up to PeT  10 4 spin combustion may form the saw-tooth structures
with the temperature of hot tooth-shaped zones exceeding that of cold tooth-shaped zones and of
initial steady states by more than 10 times.
3
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Correct behavior of transient temperatures in catalytic reactors

Probably, one have to recall the results of [15] in order to better understand all the arguments
for and against (if any) combining the wave of transients in catalytic reactors and spin combustion
into one group. The general problem of reaction wave propagation on catalytic wires has been quantitatively solved in [15]. At the same time, of the travelling waves behavior was investigated numerically and experimentally on the example of the reaction of ammonium oxidation [15]. The calculations [15] are turned out to be in a good agreement with the experiments [15]. At any moment, the
transient temperature distributions between the hot zones on the catalyst (A), which are local areas of
the diffusion-limited rate of ammonium oxidation and the relatively cold zones (B), which are local
areas of the kinetically-limited rate of ammonium oxidation, should be monotonic, smooth and continuously differentiable, smoothly decreasing from A to B. This behavior of the transient temperature
was later indirectly attributed to the correct ones [13, 14] and any non-monotonic deviations from
this behavior were considered as wrong-way transient temperature behaviors, or, in other words, as a
misbehavior of the transient temperature. Explanation [2−6, 15] of the correct transient temperature
behavior during ammonium oxidation and etc., is based on the fact, that in a gaseous system: Le  1
and, therefore, the system complete enthalpy,  uH b , is a constant as well as a monotonic transient
temperature distribution takes place in steady states of the combustion front propagation and there is
the linear similarity between the enthalpy (transient temperature) and reagent concentrations, a :

 dH
da
 u  H  Q  a   
 Le  Q    uH b ,
c  dx

dx 

i.e., H b  H 0  Qa0 . Vice versa, at Le  0 there is no similarity and the enthalpy (transient temperature) is independent on concentrations. An excess of the enthalpy is formed and leads to formation of
a non-monotonicity of the transient temperature and, consequently, to a wrong-way transient temperature behavior [14]

7.

Effect of reactions on the correct transient temperature behavior

Unlike platinum (forming a thermally easily disintegrating intermediate PtO2 that does not affect the self-ignition period), palladium wire or tape forms a relatively more stable intermediate product on its surface (PdO) when used as a catalyst for self-ignition of hydrocarbon and hydrocarbon-air
mixtures [16]. As a result, thermal and mechanical (diffusion) contact with the catalyst is broken and
there is a delay in self-ignition of the gas mixture. It (self-ignition) becomes two-stage [16] and longer
in time, with a negative temperature coefficient of the self-ignition period (NTCS). The concept of
NTCS, in principle, does not contradict the explanation of a wrong-way transition temperature behavior from the position of excess enthalpy for Lewis numbers of a different magnitude [6], which
we have given above, it simply operates in the terms other than enthalpy and similarity of concentrations and temperature fields.

8.

Incorrect transient temperature behavior in other reaction systems

Note that abnormal or improper transient temperature behavior is not an exclusive (wrong-way)
characteristic of catalytic reactors alone [13, 14]. For example, spirally moving hot zones, like a
wrong-way transient temperature behavior, are observed with heterogeneous self-ignition of pyrophoric metals and are explained by the authors by the negative temperature coefficient of delay of
self-ignition from temperature (NTCS) [16]. NTCS was detected during the study of the ignition of
hydrocarbons and hydrocarbon-air mixtures, observed at very low temperatures [16] (below 850 K),
the discussion about the kinetics of their self-ignition under these conditions continues, but one explanation [16] is the formation of nanometric islands of a stable intermediate product on an active
catalyst, such as palladium wire etc. Transient temperature in the head of a spin is distributed nonmonotonically and exceeds the adiabatic combustion temperature, as well as the product temperature
4
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[17], i.e., the conditions of a misbehavior [14] are completely valid for spin combustion too. Transient
temperature in the head of a spin is distributed non-monotonically and exceeds the adiabatic combustion temperature, as well as the product temperature [17], i.e., the conditions of a misbehavior [14]
are completely valid for spin combustion too. The latter conditions hold also for the scintillation
waves accompanying gas-free combustion [18]. Thus, in accordance to literature, a misbehavior of
the transient temperature is the common attribute not only for catalytic reactors but for spin combustion also and for the other reaction systems mentioned above. Despite the fact that assumption [11, 12]
about proportionality between a spin pitch and the maternal preheated layer thickness is not valid in
general, some quasistationary results [11, 12, 19] are in a rather well agreement with the conclusions
based on 3D detailed spin modeling [17]. This applies, for example, to radial heat flux from a spin
head to the axis of a pencil-shaped reacting sample which is about a constant (within the accuracy of
calculations [17]), while vertical heat fluxes from the sample end faces: up, into a cloud of the floating
up gas and down, into the supporting substrate are significantly changing.

9.

Spin and heat flux topology in a spin combustion mode

In a spin combustion mode [17] the reacting surface area of a vertical pencil-shaped sample
(PSS) doesn't change and thereby provides conservation of the radial flux. Vice versa, the reacting
surface area in a disk-shaped horizontally established sample (DSS) during spiral spin combustion of
DSS changes drastically as well as the radial heat flux and the flux disregard in [10, 11, 19] leads to
the increased spin velocities (on about 1.5 orders of magnitude) in DSS as has been later revealed by
comparison of calculations [19] with experiments [1]. At the same time the vertical heat fluxes: flowing up, into a cloud of floated up heated gas, and down, into a solid substrate with a holder, don't
almost change during the spiral spin combustion of a DSS. Double-headed spin was observed both
numerically [5, 17, 20] and experimentally [12]. It is well known [21−23], that equations describing
a heterogeneous plane combustion wave propagation are equivalent to those of the theory of thermal
explosion [1, 3, 24−30]. The same concerns the spin combustion equations presented. Both spin and
heterogeneous plane combustion corresponds to a wrong-way transient temperature behavior [14].
While catalytic reactions on non-pyrophoric metals [31, 15] result in the correct transient temperature
behavior.

10. Results and discussion
Some numerical results obtained with the help of model (1−5) suggested are illustrated by
figs. 1−7. Figure 1 presents the dynamics of a single-headed spin ignition at the successive moments
of time: 0.342 (left) and 0.442 (right). As can be seen from fig. 1, a single-headed spin, initially
formed by a temperature-inhomogeneous ignition, eventually transforms into double- and tripleheaded complexes of foci moving along the periphery of the reacting sample (double-headed and
triple-headed spin combustion modes). Figures 2, 3 illustrate the azimuth-radial temperature distributions during a spin combustion ignition. Analysis of these distributions and of their effect on the
further course of combustion leads to the conclusion that the assumption of the quasi-stationary theory
[11, 12] about the negligible effect of radial temperature gradients on the spin propagation (in a diskshaped sample) is not actually valid at 0  t  0.5 . Figures 4, 5 show a dynamics of the radial and
orbital components of a spin head velocity both in double-headed and triple-headed modes of a spin
combustion rotating on the sample peripheral points: from a to d, at 0  t  0.5 . Figure 6 represents
the experimental setup, which was successfully used for the detection and analysis of data [1] on
hafnium spin combustion in nitrogen [1].
Figure 7 illustrates azimuth-radial temperature distributions of a spin combustion at the moments: 0.02, 0.05, 0.1. One may see that transition to a saw-tooth structure takes place already at the
moment 0.1 of the reaction time.
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Fig. 1. Propagation of a single-headed vortexin domain: 0    2 , 0  r  Rex , Rex  2
Dynamics of spin ignition at the moments: t  0.342 (on the left) and t  0.442 (on the right).
Sequential transition from the ignition first stage initiated by a single-headed spin mode (on the
left) to the ignition second stage with double-headed and triple-headed spin modes (on the right)
is illustrated. The transition is confirmed experimentally [1]

A time = 0.1

B time = 0.14

Fig. 2. Clockwise movement of a single-headed spin and its azimuth-radial temperature distribution at
the moments A and B is presented

A time = 0.22

B time = 0.44

Fig. 3. Counter-clockwise movement of a double-headed spin and its azimuth-radial temperature distributions at the moments A and B is illustrated. One may see transition to a saw-tooth structure of the
combustion front moving counterclockwise at the moment B

6
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Fig. 4. Dynamics of the radial component of spin head velocity in a single head spin combustion mode at 0  t  0.5 . Dynamics of the radial component of spin head velocity in a
single head spin combustion mode at 0  t  0.5 in the sample peripheral points: from a to d

Fig. 5. Combustion mode. Dynamics of the orbital component of a spin head velocity both
in double-headed and triple-headed modes of spin combustion at 0  t  0.5 in the sample
peripheral points: from a to d
Clockwise movement and unwinding of the spiral of the heated combustion zone is presented. Note the formation of a saw-tooth structure of the combustion front, consisting of
high-temperature protrusions, which alternate with relatively cold protuberances.
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1) spiral initiator; 2) heater wire; 3) layer of Hf powder;
4) tungsten-rhenium VR 5/20 thermocouple; 5) capillary insulator; 6) video camera, 7) mirror
The test samples (fig. 1) consist of a pipe with an outside diameter D = 3 mm, a wall thickness = 0.75 mm, and a length
L = 20 ÷ 28 mm pressed from hafnium powder (particle size
d ~ 10 microns) to a density  = (6.2  0.05)×103 kg/m3. The
samples were prepared by axial compression on a 1.5-mm diameter, 45-mm-long alundum capillary. In order to ensure the
required durability and a uniform density of the sample along
its length, the pressing was done step-by-step in layers of
~ 3 mm from a paste

Fig. 6. Experimental setup from the data [1] on hafnium spin combustion in nitrogen
Dependent on the sample initial surface temperature and the nitrogen pressure in the reaction vessel
during the synthesis of hafnium nitride, one-, two- and three-headed spin combustion modes and two
layer-by-layer modes (surface and volume) were experimentally observed [1].

Fig. 7. Appearance of two and three-headed spin combustion modes in azimuth-radial temperature distributions of the reacting sample. Dynamics of spin combustion ignition at the moments: t  0.02, 0.05, 0.1 . One
may see that a single-headed spin initiated by the non-uniform temperature ignition at t  0.02, 0.05, 0.1 transforms into double-headed and triple-headed spin combustion modes at t  0.2, 0.35 and rotates on the reacting
sample periphery. Formation of the double-headed and triple-headed spin combustion modes was confirmed
experimentally [1] at the HfN synthesis by spin combustion

8
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Thus, the propagation of double-headed and triple headed spin modes rotating clockwise or
counterclockwise may be initiated at the first initial stage of the combustion ignition and this possibility is now completely confirmed by experiments [1]. Over time (at the second stage of the ignition
and later), in agreement to our calculations the spin modes can turn into a saw -tooth structure (SS)
with alternative intermittent local areas of relatively higher and lower temperature (areas of diffusion
and kinetically limited reaction). Nevertheless, the appearance of SS has still to be confirmed experimentally. According to our opinion, the SS obtained numerically is a two-dimensional analogue of
one-dimensional waves of catalytic reactions observed on pyrophoric wires and tapes in the reactive
gas stream [16] and more complex focal nanostructures arise from self-ignition of pyrophoric metals
in a gaseous oxidizer [16]. The results obtained now will let us to build a theory of spark plasma
sintering technique [32] not existing yet. In our opinion, the mechanism of SS generation is similar
analog to that of fingers formation [33] in filtration combustion.

11. Gasdynamic comparison of spin combustion with tectonic movements of
terrestrial volcanic chains
There are several facts that probably suggest a possible gas-dynamic similarity of currents arising in spin combustion and currents accompanying the tectonic movements of volcanic chains. Let's
consider table 1 concerning these facts and the gasdynamic criteria built on them:
Table 1
Comparative gasdynamic parameters of flows in spin combustion (on the example of hafnium nitride
synthesis [1]) and in tectonic movements of volcanic chains
Process/Parameters

Spin combustion
spin
HfN

Сhain of volcanos

3

 8.3 10 , hcs

volc .chains
Tlife

 3.9  107 , hrc

Life time

T

Space scale

spin
RHfN
 10 106 , m  105 , m

Relation of scales

volc
volc
Tchains
Rchains
10

0.5

10

 1010
spin
spin
THfN
RHfN

Thermal diffusivity

spin
 HfN
 102 , cm 2 s

volc
 chains
 102 , cm 2 s

Velocity scale

spin
VHfN
 102 , m hr  1, cm hr

volc
Vchains
 103 102 , m hr  0.1 1, cm hr

Reynolds number

Re spin
HfN  0.28  1

2
6
Rechains
vollc  10  10  1

volc
Rchains
 50 100, km  5 104  105 ,m

First, the topology of gasdynamic currents in spin combustion (2- and 3-headed spin modes)
bears a resemblance to the climatic vortex pairs of cyclone-anticyclone observed in the Earth's atmosphere. Second, according to the table, the scale of speed of a spin head and a hot volcano along
the tectonic plate, respectively, is almost the same. However, the Reynolds's number based on volcanic movement data is significantly higher than the same number based on a spin head movement
data in the HfN synthesis [1]. Due to the huge difference in the space scales, one may consider gasdynamic flows during spin combustion as rather laminar while the flows accompanying the movement
of volcanos are certainly turbulent. Therefore, we can assert with the complete certainty that there is
no any similarity between gas dynamics accompanying the movement of volcanoes and gas dynamics
in spin combustion and formation of a spin instability does not transform maternal laminar flows into
turbulent ones

12. Methods
The self-consistent numerical solution of microscopic equations into each cell and macroscopic
equations is applied using the splitting technique as described in [23]. The equations are solved nu-
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merically using implicit finite difference approximations. Consider a computational cell which volume is V  x, y, z  and the center is located at a node  x, y, z  . Let n  x, y, z  be the number of particles
uniformly distributed inside the cell and b  x, y, z  be the radius of particles. At the first step the heat
and mass microscopic transfer coefficients and the values on the particle surface are found by solving
the system of eqs. (3)–(7) in [23]. At the second step the averaged surface mass and thermal fluxes
are calculated for macro scale resolution. The modification [34] of finite element method is applied.

13. Conclusions
The model developed has allowed us to obtain numerically the results consistent with experimental data [1, 9]. Single headed spins are calculated and observed [1] at the quenching limit only.
Double headed spin is the most characteristic mode of spin combustion region II both in experiments
[1] and in our calculations. As the result, the vortex nature of spin combustion has now been confirmed both experimentally and numerically.
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